
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tarak Rahman 
WEBSITE DEVELOPER AND DESIGNER 

 

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Results-driven Website Developer and SEO Expert with over three years of extensive 
hands-on experience in crafting visually captivating, user-centric websites that 
consistently achieve high rankings on major search engines. Proficient in JavaScript, 
Python, and Java programming languages, adept at leveraging cutting-edge web 
development techniques and search engine optimization strategies to deliver superior 
outcomes. Demonstrated ability to combine technical expertise with creativity to 
produce compelling digital experiences that engage users and drive business results. 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

WEBSITE DEVELOPER AND DESIGNER              2022 - Present 
What U Wear, Dhaka 
As a Website Developer and Designer at What U Wear in Dhaka since 2022, I've played 
a pivotal role in the creation and enhancement of the company's online presence. 
Through meticulous design and proficient development skills, I've contributed to the 
development of https://whatuwearbd.com/, ensuring it not only reflects the brand's 
identity but also offers a seamless user experience. 
 
Freelancer        2021 - 2023 
Fiverr 
With extensive experience in freelance web design and development via Fiber, I've 
delivered tailored solutions for numerous clients. My expertise lies in crafting visually 
appealing and functional websites, utilizing cutting-edge technologies to consistently 
exceed expectations and ensure client satisfaction. 

CONTACT INFO 

 
New Gulshan, Bandarban, 
Chittagong 
 
+880 13044 04489 
 
codertarak@gmail.com 
 
devtarak.github.io 

LANGUAGE 

 
Bangla: Native 

English: Advanced 

Hindi: Intermediate 

EXPERTISE 

 
Website Design 

Website Development 

SQL 

Search Engine Optimization 

E-Commerce 

WordPress CMS 

Drupal CMS 

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

Diploma in Engineering ( Computer Science and Technology )        Present 
Cox's Bazar Polytechnic Institute 
 
Secondary School Certificate              2021 
Bandarban Govt. High School 

PROGRAMMING 

LANGUAGE 

PROJECT EXPERIENCE 

FIFOF WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT                    
In 2023, I developed an E-commerce website for FIFOF in Cox's Bazar. The site, akin to 
their current https://fifof.com/, reflects their brand identity and offers seamless user 
experience, enhancing their online presence. 
 
Pixel Fix Studio WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT 
As the lead developer for "Pixel Fix Studio" Graphic Agency's website project, I crafted a 
visually captivating and user-friendly website, akin to their current site at 
https://pixelfixstudio.com/. 

• Designing and developing the website. 

• Implementing responsive design principles. 

• Integrating features like portfolio showcase and contact forms. 
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JavaScript 

Python 

Java 


